This paper proposes and evaluates an inventory policy of position-based type to enhance the supply chain performance under supplier capacity constraints. The proposed policy has been assessed, for different demand scenarios, by the fill rate, bullwhip effect, and total cost of the supply chain. For all scenarios, the supply chain performance of the proposed policy has been compared with the performance of other known inventory policies, such as Order-Up-To, (s, S), and (s, Q) using modeling and simulation methodology. The results show performance improvements using the proposed policy compared to the other policies. It provides a guide line for industrial managers, facing supplier capacity constraints, to select the best inventory policy under different operating conditions in a supply chain.
INTRODUCTION
Inventory policy is a key factor in a supply chain management. It provides rules that should be followed by different supply chain members while deciding when and how much to order to ensure that the global required performance of the supply chain is being met. The supply chain manger plays a challenging role to choose the appropriate inventory policy for the best performance of the supply chain. [1] [2] . Inventory policy selection has a direct impact on the customer order fill rate, bullwhip effect and supply chain inventory cost. [3] . Those are important performance measurement JAUES parameters and will be considered in this work. The availability of inventory has a direct effect on the order fill rate. Bullwhip effect is noticed while moving from downstream stage to upstream stage, as order size variability increases. The carried inventory and shortage in quantity increase the cost. The main two types of inventory demand systems are periodic review and continuous review systems. In the periodic review system, there is a certain interval where the order quantity is decided after reviewing the inventory position at the end of each interval. In continuous review system the order quantity is decided continuously after each transaction [4] . Where Inventory position = On-hand inventory + On-order inventory − Backorders. On-hand inventory is the available quantity to meet customer demand. On-order inventory is the quantity that has been ordered but not yet received. Backorder is the quantity of customer demand that has not been met on time [5] . In the inventory position based policies, order size and the time to place an order depend on the inventory position. The suggested policy is an inventory position-based periodic review type policy. The performance of the proposed policy is compared with the known inventory position-based policies: OUT policy (Order-Up-To), (s, S) policy, and (s, Q) policy. s, S and Q refer to reorder level, order-up-to level, and fixed order size [6] . The proper choice of inventory policy has an important role in supply chain performance such as operational cost reduction, production plan smoothness and the customer service level maximization [7] [8] [9] . Pamulety et al [10] presented a comprehensive review and summary of different inventory policies, discussed in literature.
Although the previously mentioned policies are commonly used in industry, they will not provide best performance for all demand patterns [11] . The OUT policy has large supply chain cost because of high bullwhip effect [12] , affected by increasing the fill rate [13] . The OUT policies that are stated in the literature, suitable for reducing the bullwhip effect resulting from demand variability, are order smoothing policies, [12] [14] [15] , simplified forms of Bowman's rule [16] , and Automatic Pipeline, Inventory and Order-Based Production Control System (APIOBPCS). [14] [17] [18] . Replacing OUT policy by (s, S) policy is recommended in case of high ordering cost because it has less number of orders. [13] . Placing frequently small quantity orders reduces the order variance caused by the (s, S ) policy [7] . (s, Q) type was found inappropriate when the cost of review, management, ordering and transportation is considerably high [4] . Wadhwa et al. [19] have used an impulse demand to analyze the inventory position-based policies performance, OUT, (s, S) and (s, Q) in a serial supply chain. Pillai et al. [20] have studied same inventory-based policies against impulse and average demand process. In their work, they have applied an inventory policy at a four-stage serial supply chain to determine the order size, and the performance criteria of the supply chain. Recent researches [8] [21] [22] showed that Statistical Process Control (SPC)-based policies result in better bullwhip performance and inventory level compared to the traditional inventory position-based policies. Examples of these type of policies are Average Demand Strategy (ADS), Fixed Order Quantity (FOQ), Demand Flow Strategy (DFS) [19] [20] , ] and EOQ-based policy [23] . The supply chain performance can be influenced by many factors such as review period and the lead time [24] , also the customer demand pattern affects the performance [3] [25] . Lead time variability has a bigger effect on the supply chain performance more than the effect of variations in the lead time mean value [26] . In case of operating the supply chain under uncertain review period, short review period is suitable when order variance is high, while longer review period can reduce the total cost [27] . From literature, it can be concluded that different factors affect the supply chain performance. Customer demand and supplier capability is considered external (environmental) factors, while the supply chain is affected internally by supply chain structure and configuration, inventory policy used, review time interval, and lead time. The proper selection of the inventory policy improves the supply chain performance taking into consideration the effect of these factors. The selected policy should be evaluated under different scenarios to ensure its reliability. To our best of knowledge, realistic situations such as supplier capability to provide better lead time with small order quantity has not been considered, which may lead to better fill rate and bullwhip effect if it has been considered at the ordering time. Number of previous studies [2] [3] [8] [19] , and [20] analyzed the supply chain performance under the effect of each performance measure separately. However, their effect needs to be incorporated to select the best performing policy. Grey Relational Analysis (GRA), which is a multi-attribute decision making method, was previously utilized in similar situations to rank different inventory policies with different affecting factors and are considered a promising tool in these problems. Yang et al. [28] applied GRA to evaluate serial supply chain considering customer service level and inventory cost. Pillai et al. [29] considered supply chain fill rate, bullwhip effect, and cost of inventory as evaluation attributes. In this work, a supply chain of two stages is presented and the undergoing scenarios are formulated considering the supply chain structure and the pattern of customer demand. The proposed policy performance is tested under different scenarios and the results are compared with different standard policies (OUT, (s, S), (s, Q)). Monte-Carlo Simulation technique has been used considering the effect on supply chain fill rate, bullwhip effect, and Total Cost of Supply Chain (TCSC). GRA (Grey Relational Analysis) has been used for each scenario to identify the best performing policy. The proposed policy, incorporated new aspects into the standard and industrially popular inventory policies in order to obtain better performance under specific constraints. Models and analysis in this work provide adequate visions to managers to choose a suitable inventory policy according to external and internal operating conditions and performance measures.
PROPOSED MODEL
A single product, two-stage serial supply chain structure is presented. Customer demand pattern is simulated using statistical model based on real data extracted from High Mix low Volumeume electrical product market. Supplier maximum quantity constraint (Q max ) is considered, where the supplier changes the lead time if the quantity per order exceeds certain level. The used notations are as follows: 
SUPPLY CHAIN STRUCTURE
As shown in Fig. (1) , single product two-stage serial supply chain structure is considered. A Local Distribution Center (LDC) is placing orders (O t ) to Regional Distribution Center (RDC), and receiving orders from customers (D t ) 
CUSTOMER DEMAND PATTERN
The demand pattern has been extracted from a real case of a retail business with high mix low Volume product. Collected historical data coves single year consumption. The pattern is re-simulated using Monte-Carlo simulation method. The extracted pattern is illustrated in Table (1).
Table (1): Customer order simulation with (COV 200%)
The following customer patterns are added, by changing the coefficient of variation, to simulate the proposed policy under different customer order situations, see Table ( 2) and Table ( 3) 
INVENTORY POLICIES
The considered inventory policies for evaluation are Order-Up-To (OUT), (s, S), (s, Q) and the proposed policy. They are considered periodic review inventory polices except the (s, Q) is considered continuous review type.
(OUT) Policy
In this policy, an order is placed at each review period T, so that the sum of the inventory position and the purchased order in that duration should equal the order-up-to level. The order size is calculated as follows: This policy is similar to the OUT policy in how to determine the order size, but it differs in how to decide when to place an order, as the order is placed when the inventory position is less than or equal to the recorder level (s t ). The order quantity is determined as follows: The inventory position is reviewed at each period t. A fixed size order ( ) is placed at each time the inventory position is less than or equal to the reorder level. The order size is calculated as follows:
proposed Policy
The inventory position is reviewed at each period t. Order is placed if the Inventory position is less than order Up to Level (S), the Order size is with supplier max quantity is the inventory position is higher than safety stock level and if it drops below order size will be with the full expected demand during the lead and review periods the main idea with this policy is to avoid exceed the Q max in most of the orders but if the customer demand was too high and inventory position drops below the safety stock levels one big order is placed to be planned with the supplier one show, the mathematical configuration of the policy :
• Safety Stock = Z score x ) x • Expected demand = average consumption x (L+T)
PERFORMANCE MEASURES DESCRIPTION
The evaluation parameters, selected to evaluate inventory policy's performance of the supply chain are supply chain fill rate, bullwhip effect, and total cost of the supply chain.
Supply chain fill rate
It is calculated as the average fill rate along the planning horizon, excluding the simulation warm up period [30] . The inventory policy used directly affects the supply chain fill rate.
Bullwhip effect (BWE)
Bullwhip effect is measured as the ratio of the variance of orders placed to the upstream member to the variance of orders, placed by the customer [31] [32] .
Bullwhip Effect (BWE) =
, where ,
Total Cost of Supply Chain (TCSC)
It equals the sum of the inventory holding cost, lost sales, ordering, and transportation costs over the planning horizon (Pamulety et al [10] ). TCSC= TIHC + TLSC + TOC +TTC , , TOC = Number of orders placed x OC, TTC = Number of orders placed x TC 6.4 Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) GRA has been used in ranking policies for different scenarios suggested by Pamulety et al [10] 7. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 7.1 Parameter settings for simulation experiments As shown in table (4) , customer demand pattern is considered with three values of coefficient of variation (COV) 200%, 100% and 50%. Supplier maximum quantity during the agreed lead time (Q max ) see table (5) , compared to weekly average demand are 1, 1.5, and 2. Desired cycle service level, considered are 98%, 95%, and 90%. Four different cost settings have been used (Initial, New cost setting 1,2 and 3) as shown in table (6) . The initial inventory, for all experimentations, is set to be 150,000 units. And the review period is daily Sensitivity analysis has been carried out. There are 108 experimental scenarios, the performance of four inventory polices are to be tested with each scenario, so total experimental scenarios are 432. Each experiment has been performed for 104 weeks, taking into consideration that the first 52 weeks are warm-up period. The required number of replications of each experiment is estimated to be 1200 according to the procedures stated by Banks et al [33] to reach 95% confidence level. The average value of each Supply chain performance parameter will be calculated between week 52 till Week 104
Results and Discussions
The performance of the proposed inventory policy has been evaluated as per Table (4), the average values of each performance parameter has been measured over 1200 replication. The GRA procedure has been applied for each experimental scenario to rank the inventory policies. Since the customer order fill rate is the most important factor to achieve competitiveness, the highest weight has been given to this attribute rather than the other performance measures. The supply chain fill rate is weighted by 0.5 and the other factors are weighted by 0.25 each. Table (6) shows part of the obtained results of a single scenario.
•
Results show that that the proposed policy is the best performing policy in almost all experimental scenarios •
The highest supply chain fill rate is obtained at the proposed policy except when the variability of the customer demand at 50%. This can be explained as OUT policy gives better performance with small variations in the customer demand and it will not exceed supplier capacity in most orders.
•
The Bullwhip effect using the proposed policy is below unity due to the fixed order quantity policy and this leads to a smoother order quantity for the supplier (RDC) 
CONCLUSION
The performance of the proposed policy has been compared to other inventory policies such as OUT, (s, S), and (s, Q) under different scenarios of customer demand pattern, supplier max quantity per order, and targeted cycle service level. The important findings are as follows:
• Supply chain fill rate is better using the proposed policy compared to other policies except when the customer demand has small variation where the OUT policy becomes equivalent or even better • With the proposed policy the orders placed to supplier are smoother and hence better bullwhip effect. • The total cost of supply chain at the proposed policy has the lowest level, attributed to the lowest cost of lost sales. • GRA, for multiple performance measures based comparison, proves that the proposed policy is the best when compared to other policies in most of the scenarios, hence these findings should encourage the supply chain management, facing same conditions, to implement the proposed policy This study has utilized modeling and simulation to test the performance of the proposed policy, as an extension to this work an exact optimization can be implemented.
